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Date:
Locations:
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Event Description
Detailed overview of the event.
 How many children and families are you expecting?
 Are there any VIPs or partners participating?
 Any Jumpstart volunteers or corporate volunteers?

Maybe Something Beautiful
RFTR 2018 Community Event Plan

Total Time of Event – 2 hours

Reading – Maybe Something Beautiful
20 Minutes
Give a fun introduction to the book! With a quick explanation of Read for the Record.
 For example:
 “Today we are going to be reading a beautiful story about a little girl and an artist who work together with other
people from their neighborhood to paint a wall to make a beautiful picture! When they paint on the wall they are
making something called a ‘mural’ – can we all say that word together?”


“We are also reading today in the world’s largest shared reading experience! Millions of people like you and me
are reading this book today to try to break the world reading record!”

Story Summary
What good can a splash of color do in a community of gray? As Mira and her neighbors discover, more than you could ever
imagine! Maybe Something Beautiful celebrates the magic that can happen when a community comes together to create
something beautiful and bring about change.
Transition into Reading
Purpose: Children develop an interest in and enjoyment of stories, develop initial understanding of selected vocabulary and
comprehensions of the story and related content knowledge. Volunteers model reading strategy for families.
Before the story:
 Welcome children as they come to the reading group. Introduce yourself. Explain that you will be reading a story
together.
 Hold the book so that children can see the cover. Make a few comments about the illustration on the cover. Review
the title and names of the author and illustrator.
 Tell children:
 “Today we will read a story about a girl who brightens her gloomy neighborhood with paintings.”
 Make a few comments about the illustration on the cover and how it relates to the characters in the story
 Show children the contrast between the dark illustrations and Mira’s brightly colored pictures.
 Show excitement about getting to read this book with the children!
Target Vocabulary Words
ο Decorate: to make something pretty or special
ο Gloom: when something looks dark and sad
ο Imagine: to think of something in your mind
ο Joyful: to feel great happiness
ο Mural: a painting done on a wall
ο Sparkling: making flashes of light
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During the story:
 Begin reading the story right away.
 Read the story expressively to draw children in.
 Make comments to help children understand emotions, events, and characters. Help children understand why Mira is
worried when the policeman walks up, and how joy spread with paintbrushes.
 Introduce vocabulary words through gestures, tone of voice, pointing to illustrations and/or giving a brief explanation
after reading each word in the story.
o For example: explain how the characters may have been ‘joyful’ and give an example of a time that you
may have been ‘joyful.’ Children will relate to the experiences of the characters and have a deeper
understanding and comprehension of the vocabulary and story.
o Ask:
“Have you ever felt joyful making something? Maybe when you were painting a picture? Or making
something with your friends?”
 Listen for children’s comments or questions and respond briefly to confirm or clarify.
 Provide information to extend children’s understanding. Use prompts like “I see…,” “I notice…,” or “I wonder…”
After reading:
 Ask children to talk about their favorite part in the story. Allow children to turn the pages of the story to show their
favorite pictures.
Sing Along – The Color Song*
5 - 10 minutes
After the reading has finished the guest reader will then transition into a group sing-along.
Purpose:
 Children develop vocabulary, comprehension, and gross motor skills as they sing along to and identify different
colors they are wearing.
Volunteer Role:
 Tell children that now you are going to sing a new song about colors - like all the beautiful colors we saw in the
mural that Mira and her community made together.
 If available, show children a large print-out version of the poem so that you can follow along and point to the words
as you recite the poem.
 Explain that this is a fun song, because everyone is going to stand up and find different colors that they are wearing or
that their friends are wearing.
 Start with the first verse of the song. Recite it slowly and ask children to:
“Put a finger on their head if they are wearing any red!”
 You can connect with some children who have identified that they are wearing red and ask them to show you were
the color red is on their clothing.
 Continue to recite the song through and ask the children and families to participate
*Song is located at the bottom of this document.
Dance Activity: The Colors Freeze Dance
5 minutes
Purpose:
 After reading and singing a song it can be very helpful to do a slightly more physical activity with children before
transitioning them to center time activities.
 If you have access to speakers you can utilize this YouTube link to engage children in a Freeze Dance Color Song!
○ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5BpLMwsiI-A
 Or you can play a selection of songs and play freeze dance.
 Make sure to connect back to part in the story where the community members dance together.
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Transition – Introduction to Activities
5 - 10 minutes
 Introduce the selected activities
 Explain that children will get to go to all the activities, but that we need to take turns in small groups.
o For community events it is usually easiest to specifically assign children and families to a center to start at
and then encourage children and families to rotate through the activities.
Center Time Activities
45 minutes
Art – Collaborative Mural
In this center, children and families will collaboratively create a large mural together like Mira and the artist in the
story. Using a large sheet of butcher paper, markers, stamps, feathers, tissue paper etc. children will contribute to
making the mural.
Purpose:
 Children will develop story comprehension and social emotional skills as they
engage with their peers and adults to make a collaborative art project.
Volunteer Role:
 Roll out a large piece of butcher paper - ideally try to make it as large as possible if
space will allow.
 Have additional pictures of murals in real life around as examples.
 As children and families come to the center explain that we are all going to work
together just like the Mira and the other members of her community to create a
beautiful mural that will hang in this space!
 Use the pictures of the other real life murals as examples for how the children and
families can help to decorate and contribute to the mural.
 Allow children to contribute freely and use the variety of art supplies provided to
decorate a section of the butcher paper.
 Try to encourage children to only decorate a small portion of the paper so that we
“can save space for our other friends to draw on the mural too!”
 At the end of the event display the mural for everyone to see!

Puzzles – Vocabulary Memory
In this center children will engage with their peers and adults as they play a game of memory matching using
vocabulary words and pictures from Maybe Something Beautiful.
Purpose:
 Children will develop vocabulary, story comprehension, and social-emotional skills as they engage with their peers
and adults in a cooperative game of vocabulary matching.
Preparation:
 Review the additional Vocabulary Matching Game hand out
 Note that there are additional/different words in the activity than in the selected key vocabulary words
 Each vocabulary word has a matching corresponding picture taken directly from the story
 Cut out each word and corresponding picture and glue them to separate square pieces of cardstock to create the
vocabulary cards
 Make sure to review the words and practice strategies for explaining/defining the different vocabulary words and
how they connect to the pictures.
 Vocabulary words: Artist, Community, Gloom, Joyful, Mural, Peered, Rhythm, Splatter, and Worried.
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Volunteer role:
 Invite children to play a fun game of Memory where they will have to remember and match vocabulary words from
the story to the matching picture.
 Show children a few examples of the matching vocabulary word and pictures. For example: the vocabulary word
Joyful with the corresponding picture of the children being joyful!
 Explain to children that we are going to flip all of the cards face down and mix them all up so we cannot remember
where the vocabulary words and pictures are.
 Then, everyone will take a turn and flip over two of the cards and see which vocabulary card/picture is on the other
side.
 If the picture and vocabulary words are a match then you get to keep the two cards!
 If the two cards are not a match, explain to the children that they will flip them back over and try to remember where
those are for their next turn.
 Watch the other players take their turn and remember what vocabulary words/pictures they turn over so you can try to
match more cards.
 Remember to encourage children taking turns and playing well together!
Scaffolding Strategies:
 If the children at the event are older or younger you can adjust the game using the following strategies:
○ Have all the cards face up and say the different words out loud and help children find the corresponding
pictures.
○ Ask children to find the card that “Start with the letter _____” to help them find the corresponding word.
○ Take out some of the matching sets so there are fewer options.
Writing – My Community is Beautiful
In this center children will write what makes their community beautiful. Using blank construction paper and writing
utensils, volunteers will encourage children to think about what makes their community special to them and write
and/or draw about it.

Purpose:
 Children will develop vocabulary, writing, and story comprehension skills as they think about and write what they
find beautiful in their community.
Volunteer Role:
 Remind children that in Maybe Something Beautiful, Mira, the painter, and the community worked together to create
a beautiful mural in their neighborhood that made their community special and beautiful!
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Ask children to think about something that makes their community or neighborhood beautiful or special.
Volunteers can give examples:
○ Libraries, parks, flowers, their homes, families etc.
○ Volunteers can also print out pictures specifically from the neighborhood of the community to give children
specific examples.
If children are not able to write - ask children to draw their thoughts and then write down what they described on the
page.

Closing and Distribution of Giveaways
 Thank children and families for coming to the event.
 Show the collaborative mural to everyone and thank them for their beautiful contributions!
 If you are distributing Literacy Kits – show families what is inside the kit and explain how they can use some of the
literacy materials being distributed at home.

Sing Along:
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